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    What is Grey Badlands? 

Grey Badlands is a game in which you take 

on the role of an alien general to lead 

your own colony choose the right troops. 

Exploit the planets resources and trade 

them. Enjoy this vast and wonderful 

universe. 

Around the universe: for thousands of years 

we had a peaceful existence on a planet, 

very far from here, but the arrival of a 

large asteroid forced us to move. Now we 

seek to survive in hostile lands, hoping to 

build a new world where we can establish 

our civilization. A very dangerous place 

but full of resources and very beautiful. 

We Will need to find food, metals and lots 

of crystals. Help us.



Mining:  

Resource mining is a crucial operation in Grey Badlands. The ground troops are in charge of gathering food, while the 

bots are in charge of extracting minerals by mining in areas with high radioactivity. The extraction of crystals is 

only archived with the help of praetors, and natives beings of these lands. 

Metals are the predominant resource used by the greys. These can only be extracted in high radiation zones, making it 

necessary to use specialized robots. There are 4 types of mining models to mine these metals. 

The extraction of crystals is only archived with the help of praetors, and natives beings of these lands. 

Metals are the predominant resource used by the greys. These can only be extracted in high radiation zones, making it 

necessary to use specialized robots. There are 4 types of mining models to mine these metals.  

When mining, there's a 10% probability of failure. 

Craft:  
You can craft troops in the game. Crafting is done using a combination of metals and crystals. The NFTS 
created can be of 4 rarities: common, uncommon, epic and legendary. 



Metals are the predominant resource used by 
the Greys. These metals can only be 
extracted in high radiation zones, which is 
w h y i t ' s n e c e s s a r y t o m i n e u s i n g 
specialized robots. There are 4 available 
models to mine metals. 

The metals you mine will be used for 
crafting troops and repairing machinery. 
You will need these metal and crystals to 
craft within the game, and to repair your 
assault robots. 

The durability of your NFT weakens after 
each mining operation. If it gets to 0, you 
wont be able to mine until you have fully 
repaired it. 

- This reparation is done using crystals. 

- Mining operations consume energy. 
 

METALS



Reward 2

Energy cost 5

Durability 99

Durability 
consumed

3

SCRAPPER (COMMON) 
This small self-sufficient unit is capable of 
cracking rocks and extracting radioactive 
metal ores.  
A Scrapper can glide through the interior of 
mountains, breaking and softening the hard 
rocks with its laser beam to simplify the 
extraction process. 
The extended duration of it's battery makes 
the Scrapper a very versatile unit. 

Reward 5

Energy cost 10

Durability 120

Durability 
consumed 6

BUTI-3000 (UNCOMMON) 
Sometimes the pieces of metal extracted are 

big and difficult to carry, and that is 

when the Buti-3000 comes into play. 

This self-sufficient unit is capable of 

shattering even the biggest pieces of ore, 

breaking them down to make their 

transportation easier. 



Reward 20

Energy cost 30

Durability 396

Durability 
consumed

18

DRILLER MOT (EPIC) 

This is Heavy mining machinery driven 
by the Taurum to extract metal in the 
highest areas of the mountain, where 
radiation is relatively low. 
It has an extremely powerful drill 
capable of shattering rocks with ease, 
and ripping giant metal ores from the 
mountains. 

Reward 50

Energy cost 60

Durability 1200

Durability 
consumed 50

MRP-666 (LEGENDARY) 

This is a creation of the Taurum, and these are 
bionic troops with extremely advanced artificial 
intelligence, capable of crafting small drones 
like the buti-3000 or the Scrapper. 

They are in charge of mining metals in the depths 
of the mountains where no one else is able to 
access due to the extreme radiation levels. 



The most abundant food resource on the 
planet is kraken meat. They are dangerous 
creatures, particularly the adult females. 
Hunting krakens is not an easy task. only 
elite tropos are capable of defeating the 
largest Krakens to gain food. 

- All your actions within the game will 
consume energy. You can exchange food 
gained from farming Krakens for 
replenishing energy. 

- Every mining action has an energy cost 
and should your energy reach 0, you will 
not be able to mine until you have 
recharged it.All your actions within the 
game consume energy. You can exchange 
food for energy.

FOOD



Reward 5

Energy cost 0

Durability 250

Durability 
consumed

5

GREY TROOPER (UNCOMMON) 
Grey soldiers are expert hunters. Being 
composed and patient they lurk in the 
shadows waiting for the right moment to 
Kill. 

In that precise moment, and with their 
hunting expertise the prey is dead before 
knowing it. 

Reward 20

Energy cost 0

Durability 1200

Durability 
consumed

20

RAPTOR-2 (EPIC) 
Vulgarly known as “kraken-crushers”, the 
Raptor-2 is an assault unit equipped with 
a basic AI programmed solely for kraken 
hunting. 
With its multiple fitted sensors, it is 
capable of detecting krakens at a distance 
of up to 200 meters. Their deadly weapons 
take care of the rest with ease. 



Reward 50

Energy cost 0

Durability 1800

Durability 
consumed

30

COLOSSUS (LEGENDARY) 

This is most lethal heavy weaponary unit owned by the 

Greys, capable of tearing apart a Gozak in mere seconds. 

These deadly machines can achieve a speed of up 50 mph, 

with capabilities of annihilating targets at a distance of 

500 meters. 



Crystals are the most limited resource 
in the GREY BADLANDS. CRYSTALS CAN BE 
FOUND in the depths of lakes and 
underground rivers ON the planet. 
They can only be collected by divine 
beings native to this place, WHIC ARE 
known as Crystal Praetors. 

- The crystals you gain will be used for 
crafting and repairing units. 

- Crystals can also be used to buy in 
the game store.

CRYSTAL



Reward 50

Energy cost 70

Durability 300

Durability 
consumed

3

PRAETOR (LEGENDARY) 
Where the waters lie dark and 

calm… where the waters lie still 

in silence… do not take a dive 

unless you wish to end up being 

shredded to pieces by a Praetor.



ADDONS 
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF ADD-ONS WITHIN THE 

GAME: ADD-ONS TO INCREASE THE MINING POWER AND 

ADD-ONS TO INCREASE THE CHARGING POWER FOR 

EACH TYPE OF RESOURCE (METAL, FOOD CRYSTAL). 

EACH ADD-ON TYPE HAS 3 CATEGORIES RANGING FROM 

A TO C, A BEING THE MOST POWERFUL. 

Slots for addons are 
limited, you will have 
t o t h i n k c a r e f u l l y 
about your strategy.



METAL FREIGHTERS

METAL 
FREIGTHER A 

LEGENDARY  
 

THIS ADDON 
WILL HELP YOU 

TO STORE  

3 TURN OF 
CLAIMING METAL 
TROOPS MINING 

METAL 
FREIGTHER B 

EPIC  
 

THIS ADDON WILL 
HELP YOU TO 

STORE  

2 TURN OF 
CLAIMING METAL 
TROOPS MINING 

METAL 
FREIGTHER C 

UNCOMMON  
 

THIS ADDON WILL 
HELP YOU TO 

STORE  

1 TURN OF 
CLAIMING METAL 
TROOPS MINING 



METAL DRILLER (METAL EXTRA MINER)

METAL 
DRILLER C 

UNCOMMON 
 

ADDS 10% 
MINE TO ALL 
METAL TROOPS

METAL 
DRILLER B 

EPIC 
 

ADDS 20% 
MINE TO ALL 
METAL TROOPS

METAL 
DRILLER A 

 
LEGENDARY 

ADDS 50% 
MINE TO ALL 
METAL TROOPS

UNCOMMON EPIC LEGENDARY



FOOD FREIGTHER 
C 
 

THIS ADDON WILL 
HELP YOU TO 

STORE  

1 TURN OF 
CLAIMING FOOD 
TROOPS MINING 

FOOD FREIGTHER 
B 
 

THIS ADDON WILL 
HELP YOU TO 

STORE  

2 TURN OF 
CLAIMING FOOD 
TROOPS MINING 

FOOD 
FREIGTHER A 

 
THIS ADDON 

WILL HELP YOU 
TO STORE  

3 TURN OF 
CLAIMING FOOD 
TROOPS MINING 

FOOD FREIGHTERS



SUPPORT HUNTER (FOOD EXTRA MINER) 

SUPPORT HUNTER 
C 

UNCOMMON  
 

ADDS 10% MINE 
TO ALL FOOD 

TROOPS

SUPPORT HUNTER 
B 

EPIC  
 

ADDS 20% MINE 
TO ALL FOOD 

TROOPS

SUPPORT HUNTER 
A 

LEGENDARY  
 

ADDS 50% MINE 
TO ALL FOOD 

TROOPS

UNCOMMON EPIC LEGENDARY



CRYSTAL FREIGHTERS

CRYSTAL 
FREIGTHER C 

UNCOMMON  
 

THIS ADDON 
WILL HELP YOU 

TO STORE  

1 TURN OF 
CLAIMING 

CRYSTAL TROOPS 

CRYSTAL 
FREIGTHER B 

EPIC  
 

THIS ADDON 
WILL HELP YOU 

TO STORE  

2 TURN OF 
CLAIMING 
CRYSTAL 

TROOPS MINING 

CRYSTAL 
FREIGTHER A 

LEGENDARY  
 

THIS ADDON WILL 
HELP YOU TO 

STORE  

3 TURN OF 
CLAIMING CRYSTAL 
TROOPS MINING 



UNCOMMON EPIC LEGENDARY

CRYSTAL 
DOMINUS C 

UNCOMMON  
 

ADDS 10% 
MINE TO 

ALL 
CRYSTAL 
TROOPS

CRYSTAL 
DOMINUS 

B 

EPIC  
 

ADDS 20% 
MINE TO 

ALL 
CRYSTAL 
TROOPS

CRYSTAL 
DOMINUS A 

LEGENDARY  
 

ADDS 50% 
MINE TO 

ALL 
CRYSTAL 
TROOPS

CRYSTAL DOMINUS (CRYSTAL EXTRA MINER)



GREY MASTER 

THE BENEFITS FOR THE HOLDERS OF THIS VIP 
PASS ARE: 

-EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO ALL THE GREAT BADLANDS DROPS 

BEFORE ANYONE ELSE. 

-DISTINCTIVE ROLL IN OUR DISCORD AND ACCESS TO A 

VIP CHANNEL WHERE YOU WILL BE INFORMED FIRSTHAND 

ABOUT THE NEXT STEPS OF THE PROJECT.  

-DROP OF A RANDOM PACK BY HOLDING THE PASS. 

-RECEIVE 0.05% MONTHLY OF ALL PROFITS GENERATED 

THROUGH FEES BY THE TRADING OF GREY BADLANDS NFTS 

IN THE MARKET.  

-FUTURE IN-GANE ADVANTAGES.



Ingresa texto

TOKENS EXCHANGE 
IN THE GAME THERE WILL BE THREE TOKENS, ONE FOR EACH 

RESOURCE. TOKENS ARE: GBF (FOOD), GMB (CRYSTAL) AND GBC 

(METAL). 

YOU WILL BE ABLE TO EXCHANGE THE RESOURCES FOR TOKENS AT 

ANY GIVEN MOMENT. THE EXCHANGES WILL HAVE A FEE COST.

U S E Y O U R 
RESOURCES 
WISELY



Will you be able to survive in the Grey Badlands universe? Countless 
planets waiting to be explored and colonized await, where you will 

meet legions of races and creeping creatures.  

Will you stay in Vaenion X or will you travel beyond Mystral IV? Take 
control of a small colony and gain power of everything in sight.  

Collect, craft and venture yourself into a universe full of dangers 
where you are the only one with the power to decide its destiny.

THE GREY UNIVERSE



VAENION X

There are places where the 

silence of death tears with 

might the hearts of the most 

gallant of warriors, where 

memory of ancient battles are 

the banner of courage that 

inhabits each step forward. From 

the red Tywod desert to the 

death planes of the north, the 

fatidic winds of Vaenion X hide 

paths where survival is no easy 

t a s k . T h e y h o s t s i n i s t e r 

territories like the swamps of 

Liz that proclaim dementia and 

damnation or places as magical 

as the forest of Fähn, where you 

will find no way out. 

A w o r l d o v e r f l o w i n g w i t h 

resources, hidden in remote 

locations beneath the surface, 

where waters lay undaunted and 

somber ahead of the greed of 

those that succumbed to the 

c h a n c e o f p o s s e s s i n g t h e 

valuable crystal that sprouts 

gleamingly from the depths of 

the planet. To the east, the 

rocky mountains of Ardens claim 

their domain over the clouds, 

hosting in their interior 

p o i s o n o u s d e p o s i t s o f 

radioactive metal.

“I’ve survived legendary 
battles, I’ve visited 
nefarious sites beyond hell, 
I’ve seen the plunging eyes 
of death piercing every beat 
of my heart, but Vaenion X… 
Vaenion X is different…. 
-Commander Noisy” 

A cruel destiny awaits all who dare 
explore the inhabitable lands of 
Vaenion X, conveying their life to the 
grips of a slow and painful death. 



GALACTIC COUNCIL  

When desolation and survival instinct meet to form a 
life style, that is when the a hero’s true value 
emerges.  

Unnecessary wars took place in these deadly lands, 
where blood painted the rivers waters in red and only 
the strongest survived. Until commander Noisy 
arrived. Armed to its teeth and with the compromise 
of leading his people to become a rising and 
prosperous colony, Noisy established himself in the 
somber lands of Vaenion X.  

He soon realized that devastation took over these 
lands and survival was getting harder each passing 
day. It was then, after rough negotiations, meeting 
up with leaders from all the factions in the planet, 
from the Lyffant to the Yokai. He pushed strongly for 
a peace treaty between all races, a solid alliance 
that would allow the creation of a new world. 
Valanor, the yokai leader, was the only one 
supporting the motion. The rest of the leaders 
completely dismissed it because of their hunger for 
power and desire for conquest. Commander Noisy was 
wise and clever, he knew ahead of time what would 
happen, so he annihilated all the insurgents right 
then and there.  

News spread like wild fire, the bloody deed was soon 
known throughout every corner of the planet. New 
leaders emerged from different factions, accepting 
without defiance Noisy’s new pact, creating the the 
“galactic council”, one of the most powerful 
alliances in the universe. 

To this day, Commander Noisy’s unifying power is 
considered a legend that lives in the hearts of all 
the inhabitants of the planet.



KRAKEN FEST  

Once every 530 moons, something extraordinary 

happens in the depths of night in Vaenion X. 

When the light of day dissipates into the 

mountains, the great green moon emerges, 

filling the night sky with color that 

illuminates every corner of the planet. For 

some odd reason, this astral event alters the 

behavior of all the habitants of Vaenion X, 

where all races gather on a full moon of bliss 

and delight, celebrating the Kraken Fest.



GREY ALIENS 
GALACTIC COLONIZERS 

The Grey had no other option than to 
abandon their home when the titanic Targon 
asteroid collided with Reticulum, their 
home planet. Under the leadership of 
commander Ridley, a small fleet of ships 
was lucky to survive the devastating 
impact. 

After countless years wandering the 
undaunted space they were able to contact a 
small colony outpost of Grey, which had 
long ago established itself on Vaenion X, a 
hostile and grim planet, full of dangers. 
Ridley then decided that the most plausible 
option after traveling aimlessly for so 
long was to establish the remainder of his 
kin in that small outpost colony. 

Using their advanced technology and their 
skills for hunting and war, they developed 
a heavy combat machine they called 
Raptor-2, which proved useful for defense 
a g a i n s t p o s s i b l e t h r e a t s . A f t e r 
establishing themselves in the dead planes 
in the northern hemisphere, the colony was 
able to prosper and strengthen relations 
with other native races of the planet, 
forging small alliances. 
Currently, the colony has become the main 
hub for Kraken tentacle trading on the 
planet, having vast warehouses fully 
stocked with this slimy nourishment. 

Now, after the death of commander Ridley, 
the colony finds itself lost and lacking a 
leader to guide them. Finding a new 
commander to lead us with strength and 
tenacity is imperative. Do you have what it 
takes? 



TAURUMS
BROTHERHOOD OF METALS 

When the now-extinct planet Mystral IV was colonized by the feared Arwak 
mercenaries, the Taurum had no other option than to abandon their home 
and seek refuge in the unpleasant lands of Vaenion X. 

Guided by their leader Gorgoth, a 7 foot tall colossal being with robust 
arms as hard as steel, they established themselves in the Ardens rocky 
mountains, an area desolated due to its high radioactivity that covers 
the western part of the planet. 

It seems that because of an anomaly in their DNA, the Taurum are immune 
to the radioactivity that comes out from beneath the mountains. With 
their beastly strength, they carved colossal caves beneath the mountains. 
It was there they found an abundance of metal which can be used to build 
countless artifacts and structures.  

In the depths of the mountains, where the radioactivity is too intense 
for the Taurum to access, MRP-666 are chosen to look after the mining of 
metal, being bionic troops with extremely advanced artificial 
intelligence that are capable of crafting small drones like the 
Buti-3000. As the creators of the MRP-666, the Taurum are in charge of 
their upkeep for optimal performance. 

Being experts in the art of mining, the Taurum used their advanced 
technology to build an extensive network of galleries under the mountains 
to exploit its riches, loading the metal onto powerful ships to be 
brought to the surface. They are the only race in the planet capable of 
enduring radiation, leaving the mountains only to trade big amounts of 
metal in exchange for goods to supply their colony. 



Ingresa texto

POISONED DAGGERS 
The somber swamps of Liz host grisly creatures where the vast majority of the 

flora is poisonous. A place where you wouldn’t want to find yourself, not even 

for all the crystal in the planet, a place where the Lyffant rule. Foul-smelling, 

they take advantage of their amphibious state to swiftly move about the swampy 

and wet terrain. They are masters of camouflage and stealth, always hunting in 

groups as to increase their effectiveness, being a a weak species individually. 

They live in small homes above water, which they built themselves in hidden and 

somber depths of the swamp. Here is where their shamans develop an infinity of 

deadly poisons, made from the gathered native flora and fauna with the creation 

of weaponry and sacrificial rituals. Their end goal is dictated by Glok, an 

enormous Lyffant that follows the way of pain and punishment. 

He is feared and adored in his domains, deciding who lives and who dies. Legend 

tells Glok was once capable of ripping the head off a Kraken from the swamp with 

his bare hands only to later eat his heart while it was still beating. 

In general, the Lyffant are evil and treacherous beings that will only lend a 

hand if there is something in it for them, as long as you find them alone. Have 

no doubt that if a group of Lyffants is upon you, you will be in for a slow and 

painful death. 

LYFFANT



YOKAIS 
MILENARY FORCE 

There, where the majestic trees of the Fähn forest graze the skies, live the millenary Yokai- 
courageous beings that live peacefully with all elements of nature and take advantage of 
everything their surrounding can offer. They are an ancestral native race, who’s origin is 
utterly unknown, for which they are believed to be the first intelligent beings to settle in 
this inhospitable planet. 

They live within the interior of colossal trees, going as far as creating truly architectural 
structures full of secret paths to protect themselves from any possible danger that may 
approach their territory. They are highly respectful of nature and seem to have a strange 
mystic bond with it, treating it as a deity and only taking what is essential to survive. 

Their extraordinary balance between nature and technology makes the Yokai a fascinating race, 
on the edge of mystery. Though their lifestyle is primitive, their armor is based on advanced 
and unknown technology, highly coveted by the rest of the clans on the planet, the main reason 
why no one dares approach the quiet and mystic lands of the Fähn forest. 

Their skill in the art of silent slaughter makes excellent warriors of them, trained since 
early childhood, disciplined and lethal in close combat. If a Yokai wishes you dead, the only 
thing you will probably see before death is a brief shadow. 



ARWAK
                TREACHEROUS ASSASSINS 

Murderers, pillagers, mercenaries… A socially 

marginalized race, there are none more feared than 

the Arwak. Originating from beyond the galaxy of 

Aenon, they are a race of invaders that destroys 

everything in their path, annihilating anyone who 

stands in their way. They seldom take slaves and 

when they do, they are subdued by way of horrific 

torture tactics, sometimes for the sole purpose of 

entertainment. 

By provoking the extinction of a countless number of 

species and the complete devastation of numerous 

planets, they’ve been able to instill fear in the 

hearts of every civilization in the furthest corners 

of the universe. 

They posses an extreme sense of loyalty, though some 

Arwak are vanished and abandoned to their luck for 

the simple act of questioning an order from a 

superior or not being sufficiently fearless during 

battle. These Arwak wonder through the darkest and 

deadliest planets, offering their services as 

mercenaries and taking illicit jobs in the lowest 

regions. Vile and charlatans by nature, they are 

excluded wherever they go and no one ever trusts 

their word.  

Even on their own Arwak are lethal, proficient in 

the handling of any type of weaponry and hard to 

attack, even by surprise. They are subject to 

extreme military training since childhood, learning 

to focus all their senses in a fight, their main 

advantage and trait is the six eyes they possess. 



Ingresa texto

LIZZELS
In the heart of the red desert, the 

ancient city of Tywod can be found, 

south of the planet is the home of 

ancestral Lizzels, guardians of the 

obelisk of Zarmar. 

We speak of a great oasis guarded by 

immense dunes of reddish hue, a sacred 

place in which only the Lizzels are 

permitted entrance. In the middle of the 

oasis a great obelisk rests untamed, in 

which the mythic Zarmar stone is 

encrusted, the last remains of an 

ancient civilization that inhabited this 

planet before the era of the First Sun. 

It is said that the splendor of this 

stone harbors a power within it so 

superior that it is capable of 

destroying a planet in its entirety. 

The Lizzels protect the obelisk of 

Zarmar since the era of the Second Sun. 

They descend from a lineage of brisk 

reptilian warriors of unparalleled 

strength. Capable of lifting rocks 

weighing tons as if it were paper and 

have skin as tough the most impenetrable 

armor, nothing can pierce it. No one 

knows much about them and no one has 

ever tried to set foot on their 

territory. The myth of the Lizzels is 

well earned, it instills fear in the 

hear of the most valiant of warriors. 



KRAKEN MALI 
As main source of food on the planet, these 

small krakens are persecuted and hunted 

throughout the planet. Their tentacles make 

for delicacies for the most exquisite of 

palettes, being so highly coveted that large 

sums are paid for it, especially when it comes 

to the tentacles of the infant Mali kraken. 

These creatures tend to stay hidden in their 

nests, making them difficult to find. 

Some instead of being slaughtered, are taken to 
clandestine dumps where they are made to fight 
to the death against other Mali krakens.



Ingresa texto

DARK KRAKEN 

The dark kraken, commonly known as the 
“swamp kraken”, is a species of kraken 
that inhabits the dark and filthy waters 
of the swamps in Liz. In their earliest 
phase, always submerged under water, 
they feed on insects and small algae. 
When they reach their adult phase, they 
develop into horrifying creatures that 
abandon the cold waters of the swamp to 
roam about the surface in search of 
other dark kraken to mate with. 

Even though they are truly ferocious 
creatures, they are easily hunted by the 
Lyffant to extract the venom found in 
the glands of their mouth, to later be 
used in the creation of deathly 
weaponry.



BAW 

The red desert of Tywod 

is a dry and dangerous 

moor where the greatest 

t h r e a t i s n o t t h e 

severity of the heat. 

Underneath the crimson 

sands lie the Baws, 

frightening worms that 

feed off the unsuspecting 

victims found in the 

depths of the desert. 

They move at high speed 

underneath the sand and 

measure up to 20 meters 

in length. Their teeth 

are as sharp as swords 

and once they meet their 

prey, there is no escape.  

If you notice the sand 

moving around you, run 

and don't turn back.

KRAKEN GRÖWL 
Servants of the Praetor, the 
Glowr are krakens that dedicate 
their short lives to the 
recollection of the valuable 
crystal that emerges from the 
depths of darkness. With their 
large tentacles, they move 
about with great ease and speed 
by means of water, carrying the 
crystal to the gigantic 
galleries where they are in 
charge of feeding the eager 
descendants of the praetor. 
They are the only species of 
kraken on the planet that are 
not systematically annihilated 
and devoured, counting always 
on the unquestionable 
protection of the praetor.



Ingresa texto

KRYGOLT 

 

Though small in size, don't be fooled by these meager creatures 

that inhabit the Fähn forest. At first sight they seem adorable 

and of harmless due to their lizard-like appearance, but nothing 

is further from the truth. They Krygolt always hunt in large 

herds, willing to hunt even the biggest of preys.  

They are primitive and their weapons consist of nothing more than 

spears and axes of a rudimentary nature. 

In the tip of their tongue they possess a powerful slimy venom, 

very useful for neutralizing their prey, making it so they cannot 

take more than ten steps before it paralyzes them. What follows 

is not at all pleasant. 

GOZAK 

When the sun sets and the night is upon us, these monstrous 

creatures come out of the mountain range of Ardens in search of 

food. Sleeping in their caves til daylight, they are nocturnal 

beings that move about in the shadows and could crush any creature 

with brutal force. They tend to travel great distances during the 

night, being able to reach a speed of eighty kilometers per hour. 

If a Gozak is after you, it is best to stay hidden than to attempt 

running away.  

Even though it is not an easy task, the Taurum discipline some of 

these creatures to transport heavy carts full of metal.



ROADMAP
GREY UNIVERSE

Q4 2021 
- Game desing 
- Team Formation  
- Game technical completion 
- Economy desing 
- Website release 
- Whitepaper release 
- Video teaser 
- Game asset creation 
- NFT early sale 
- Game beta internal test 

Q1 2022 
- Dessing and implement addons  
- Expand the lore of Greyverse 
- UI development  
- Whitepaper v2 

Q2 2022 
- Marketing campaing 
- Publish “Grey Badlands Comic: Chapter 1” 
- Game official launch “Grey Badlands” 
- Addons drop 

Q3 & Q4 2022 
- Publish “Grey Badlands Comic: Chapter 2” 
- “Turbine Racing” design & development 
- “District 7” design & development: 
Kraken Wars, Alien Fishing, Grey Jackpot & Others 


